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Persistent DNA damage signaling and DNA
polymerase theta promote broken chromosome
segregation
Delisa E. Clay1, Heidi S. Bretscher2, Erin A. Jezuit2, Korie B. Bush3, and Donald T. Fox1,2,3

Cycling cells must respond to DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) to avoid genome instability. Missegregation of chromosomes
with DSBs during mitosis results in micronuclei, aberrant structures linked to disease. How cells respond to DSBs during mitosis
is incompletely understood. We previously showed that Drosophila melanogaster papillar cells lack DSB checkpoints (as
observed in many cancer cells). Here, we show that papillar cells still recruit early acting repair machinery (Mre11 and RPA3)
and the Fanconi anemia (FA) protein Fancd2 to DSBs. These proteins persist as foci on DSBs as cells enter mitosis. Repair foci
are resolved in a stepwise manner during mitosis. DSB repair kinetics depends on both monoubiquitination of Fancd2 and the
alternative end-joining protein DNA polymerase θ. Disruption of either or both of these factors causes micronuclei after DNA
damage, which disrupts intestinal organogenesis. This study reveals a mechanism for how cells with inactive DSB checkpoints
can respond to DNA damage that persists into mitosis.

Introduction
Cells are constantly at risk for DNA damage from internal and
external factors (Cannan and Pederson, 2016) and respond to
such damage to maintain genome stability (Ciccia and Elledge,
2010; Harper and Elledge, 2007). DNA lesions trigger DNA
damage response (DDR) checkpoints that result in cell-cycle
arrest, DNA repair, or apoptosis (Jackson and Bartek, 2009;
Petsalaki and Zachos, 2020). DDR checkpoints primarily act in
interphase but allow for faithful chromosome segregation when
damaged cells enter mitosis (Finn et al., 2012; Sekelsky, 2017). If
cell cycle checkpoints are inactivated or dysregulated, damaged
DNA can persist into mitosis (Hafner et al., 2019; Santivasi and
Xia, 2014). One of the more problematic forms of persistent DNA
damage for the mitotic cell are double-strand breaks (DSBs),
which can lead to missegregation and subsequent loss of por-
tions of the genome (Aleksandrov et al., 2020; Vignard et al.,
2013). DSBs generate acentric DNA, a DNA fragment that lacks
canonical kinetochore–spindle attachments and is at risk of
missegregating in mitosis, which can lead to micronuclei, ab-
errant nuclear structures with a poorly formed nuclear envelope
(Bretscher and Fox, 2016; Crasta et al., 2012; Durante and
Formenti, 2018).

However, acentric DNA can segregate properly in several
organisms, including yeast, Drosophila melanogaster, and human

cells (Warecki and Sullivan, 2020). In Schizosaccharomyces
pombe, acentric DNA can segregate in mitosis by forming a
neocentromere and by noncanonical DNA repair (Ishii et al.,
2008; Ohno et al., 2016). In Caenorhabditis elegans, acentric
meiotic chromosomes are thought to segregate by poleward
microtubule-generated forces (Dumont et al., 2010). In D. mela-
nogaster brain progenitors, acentric DNA can segregate poleward
in mitosis by using various mechanisms involving protein-based
tethers, microtubule forces, nuclear envelope reformation and
fusion, and recruitment of early acting repair proteins (Derive
et al., 2015; Karg et al., 2015, 2017; Landmann et al., 2020; Royou
et al., 2010; Warecki et al., 2020). Therefore, several proposed
mechanisms exist for how acentric DNA properly segregates in
mitosis under distinct conditions.

Despite the multiple mechanisms of acentric DNA segrega-
tion, questions still remain surrounding possible physical con-
nections that might link the acentric fragment to segregating,
centromeric DNA. More specifically, DNA damage signaling
could potentially regulate such a linkage or influence segrega-
tion of acentric DNA. We established D. melanogaster hindgut
rectal papillar cells (hereafter referred to as papillar cells) as an
accessible model to understand cellular responses to damaged,
acentric DNA that is present in mitosis (Bretscher and Fox,
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2016). We previously found that papillar cells inactivate DSB
checkpoint responses at a specific developmental time point. At
the second larval instar (L2) stage, papillar cells undergo two
rounds of endocycling (Fox and Duronio, 2013; Øvrebø and
Edgar, 2018) where they replicate genome content without cell
division (Fig. 1 A, L2). During this stage, papillar cells do not
arrest the cell cycle or undergo apoptosis in response to high
levels of DNA damage (20-Gy x-ray irradiation [IR]) as in other
endocycling cells (Calvi, 2013; Hassel et al., 2014; Mehrotra et al.,
2008). Papillar cells do not respond to changes in p53 expression
or depend on the checkpoint kinases Chk1 and Chk2 following
DNA damage (Bretscher and Fox, 2016). Despite inactivating
canonical DSB responses, several (5–6) days later during the
early pupation stage, papillar cells leave a G2-like state and enter
a mitotic cell cycle (Fig. 1 A, early pupal; Fox et al., 2010; Stormo
and Fox, 2016, 2019). As a consequence, papillar cells frequently
enter mitosis with acentric DNA fragments (∼12% of divisions;
Bretscher and Fox, 2016). Despite papillar cell acentric DNA
lacking obvious physical connections, these fragments lag but
ultimately segregate into daughter nuclei (Fig. 1 A, mitotic). We
identified that papillar cell acentric DNA segregation requires
proteins from the Fanconi anemia (FA) pathway, Fancd2 and
FancI (Bretscher and Fox, 2016).

In the current study, we further investigate the mechanism
of acentric DNA segregation to better understand the possible
linkage of acentric fragments to centromeric DNA during mi-
tosis. We find that despite lacking a canonical DDR, papillar cells
recruit early acting repair proteins from the MRN (Mre11) and
RPA (RPA3) complexes as well as from Fancd2 to DSBs. These
proteins persist on damaged papillar chromosomes for days (5–6
d) following DSBs and remain present as these cells enter mi-
tosis. During mitosis, repair protein kinetics are distinct, with
Mre11 and Fancd2 leaving the DNA before RPA3. Furthermore,
we find that the alternative end-joining (alt-EJ) repair protein
DNA polymerase θ (Pol θ; encoded by the polQ gene), but not
homologous recombination (HR) or canonical homologous end-
joining (cNHEJ), is required for RPA3 removal during mitosis,
for acentric DNA segregation, and for micronuclei prevention.
Finally, we show that polQ RNAi is epistatic to mutants lacking
the conserved monoubiquitination site of Fancd2. The actions of
Mre11, Pol θ, and monoubiquitinated Fancd2 are critical for in-
testinal organogenesis following DSBs. Our findings highlight
a role for persistent DNA repair signaling, regulated by a
conserved alt-EJ protein and monoubiquitinated Fancd2, on
acentric DNA.

Results
Mre11 and RPA3 are recruited to damaged papillar
chromosomes but are not resolved before mitosis
Although papillar cells lack apoptotic and cell-cycle arrest re-
sponses to DNA damage, it remained possible that these cells
activate DNA repair responses to segregate acentric DNA. To
visualize DNA repair signaling dynamics, we investigated the
temporal recruitment of early acting DNA damage repair pro-
teins following DSBs. The highly conservedMRN (Mre11, Rad50,
Nbs) complex is recruited immediately to DSBs and initiates

downstream repair events (Petsalaki and Zachos, 2020; Syed
and Tainer, 2018; Tisi et al., 2020). We assayed localization
of Mre11 over time using animals expressing ubi-mre11-GFP
(Landmann et al., 2020). We used an established method to in-
duce DSBs, the endonuclease hs-I-CreI, which creates DSBs in the
rDNA of the D. melanogaster sex chromosomes, to increase the
frequency of papillar cells with acentric DNA from 12% up to
90% (Bretscher and Fox, 2016; Rong et al., 2002; Royou et al.,
2010).

As a control for mitotic cycling cells with an intact DSB re-
sponse, we examined L3 stage brain progenitor cells (neuroblast
and ganglion mother cells; Fig. 1 A9; Jaklevic et al., 2006;
Peterson et al., 2002; Royou et al., 2005). In brain progenitors,
Mre11+ foci are recruited shortly (<30 min) after hs-I-CreI DSB
induction (Fig. 1, B and B9 vs. Fig. 1, C, C9, and L). These foci are
mostly resolved 24 h after DNA damage, suggesting that repair is
complete within this time frame (Fig. 1, C–F9 and L). Consistent
with this idea, 24 h after DNA damage, we observe mitotic
neural progenitors, suggesting that these cells begin to exit cell-
cycle arrest (data not shown). Similar to our findings in brains,
checkpoint-inactive papillar cells recruit Mre11+ foci <30 min
after inducing DSBs (Fig. 1, G and G9 vs. Fig. 1, H, H9, and M).
However, these foci persist for much longer than in larval brain
progenitors (Fig. 1, H–K and M). During early pupation, several
days after we induce DSBs, Mre11+ foci still persist on damaged
papillar chromosomes. The long time frame of Mre11 persistence
corresponds with the 5–6-d period between papillar cell endo-
cycles and the first mitosis, which occurs 24 h after pupation
onset (Fig. 1 A; Bretscher and Fox, 2016). Thus, although anMRN
component is promptly recruited to checkpoint-inactive papillar
cells shortly after a DSB, this protein persists on broken DNA
into mitosis.

We next investigated whether Mre11 recruitment coincides
with and recruits other markers of DSB repair. Mre11+ foci in
both brain and papillar cells colocalize with gH2Av, a hallmark
of DSB signaling (Fig. S1, A–B9 and D–E9). Mre11 and gH2Av do
not always colocalize (Fig. S1 G). Similar Mre11 kinetics have
been observed in other studies and likely reflects dynamic repair
signaling over time (Furuta et al., 2003; Nakamura et al., 2010).
MRN binds to either side of a DSB, then recruits downstream
repair factors of different DSB repair pathways. MRN can also
initiate DNA resection in which 59 DNA ends are processed,
leaving 39 single-strand DNA overhangs. These 39 overhangs are
coated by the heterotrimeric complex RPA, which prevents an-
nealing of single-strand DNA (Syed and Tainer, 2018; Tisi et al.,
2020).

To determine whether MRN recruits RPA in papillar cells
after DNA damage, we used animals expressing ubi-RPA3-GFP
(Murcia et al., 2019). Similar to Mre11, RPA3+ foci are present
<30 min after hs-I-CreI–induced DSBs in larval brain progenitors
(Fig. 2, A and A9 vs. Fig. 2, B, B9, and D). These foci are resolved
24 h after DNA damage (Fig. 2, C, C9, and D). RPA3+ foci also
appear in papillar cells <30 min after hs-I-CreI–induced DSBs
(Fig. 2, E and E9 vs. Fig. 2, F, F9, and J). However, unlike in neural
progenitors, RPA3 foci are not resolved by 24 h (Fig. 2, G, G9, and
J) and persist 4–5 d after DNA damage (Fig. 2, H, H9, and J),
similarly to Mre11. Persistent RPA3 is not due to GFP tagging
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Figure 1. Mre11 is recruited to checkpoint inactivated papillar cells and persists for days. (A) Schematic of the developing D. melanogaster rectum from
the L2 stage to early pupation. (A9) Schematic of the feeding L3 brain. Dark gray circles, neuroblasts; gray circles, ganglion mother cells; white circles, neurons
(see Results). (B–K9) Mre11-GFP localization over time ± hs-I-CreI in larval brain progenitors (B-F9) and papillar cells (G-K9). Green, Mre11; magenta, DNA (DAPI);
yellow arrows, Mre11+ foci; dashed outlines, nuclei; dashed box, area magnified ×10 in the corresponding inset; white arrowheads, enlarged foci. Scale bars = 10
μm; inset scale bars = 0.5 μm. (L) Quantification of Mre11+ foci kinetics in larval brain progenitors (No I-CreI, 334 cells, six animals; <30 min, 770 cells, eight
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RPA3 as we observe similar persistent foci with an RPA antibody
(Fig. 2 K). Furthermore, persistent RPA foci colocalize with
gH2AV, indicating that foci represent sites of DSB signaling
(Fig. 2 K). We then determined whether Mre11 recruits RPA3 to
papillar DSBs. We examined ubi-RPA3-GFP in animals expressing
UAS-mre11RNAi, whichwas expressed by the pan-hindgut driver
byn>GAL4 (Iwaki and Lengyel, 2002). RPA3+ foci are signifi-
cantly decreased in mre11 RNAi papillar cells (Fig. 2 I, I9, and J).
These data suggest that RPA3 is recruited to papillar chromo-
somes in an Mre11-depedendent manner in response to DSBs.

Using other DSB strategies, we confirmed that RPA3 re-
cruitment and persistence in papillar cells is not specific to
hs-I-CreI–induced DSBs in rDNA. Using IR (20 Gy) to induce
randomly located DSBs, persistent Mre11 and RPA3+ foci form on
papillar cell DNA compared with quickly resolved foci in larval
brain progenitors (Fig. S1, C, F, H, and I). I-CreI targets repetitive
heterochromatin, and DSB responses can vary based on chro-
matin state (Chiolo et al., 2011; Dialynas et al., 2019; Rong et al.,
2002). We therefore tested whether a single break in a defined
euchromatic locus also recruits persistent RPA3 in papillar cells.
We used CRISPR-Cas9 to generate DSBs at the rosy (ry) locus
(Carvajal-Garcia et al., 2021). By using this method, we find that
RPA3+ foci persist in papillar cells (Fig. S1, J and K), similar to our
results with hs-I-CreI. Foci recruitment occurs both in the DAPI-
bright heterochromatin and in other nuclear sites (Fig. S1 L).
Overall, our results are consistent with immediate recruitment
of Mre11, which recruits RPA3, after DSBs in papillar cells. Un-
like checkpoint-intact neural progenitors, these repair markers
persist on damaged DNA during a long interphase and continue
into mitosis.

Mre11 is required for acentric DNA segregation and cell
survival following DNA damage
To determine the function of persistent Mre11 following DSBs in
papillar cells, we induced hs-I-CreI during the L2 stage, when
papillar cells are endocycling and suppressing canonical DNA
damage checkpoints (Fig. 3 A). Then, using byn>GAL4, we ex-
pressed UAS-mre11 RNAi in the fly hindgut (Fig. 3 A). Following
two rounds of mitoses during pupal development, four papillar
structures made up of ∼100 cells each are present in the adult
animal (Cohen et al., 2020; Fox et al., 2010). We previously
found that fancd2 RNAi decreases adult papillar cell number
after DSB induction following failure to segregate acentric DNA.
In contrast, no cell number reduction occurs in p53 null mutants
or in chk1, chk2 double mutants (Bretscher and Fox, 2016).
Similar to our previous findings with fancd2 RNAi, mre11 RNAi
adult animals contain a significantly reduced number of adult
papillar cells and have aberrantly shaped papillae following hs-
I-CreI (Fig. 3, B and C).

By using fixed and in vivo live imaging, we followed the fate
of acentric DNA in the first mitosis following DSBs (Fig. 3 D),
using H2Av-GFP to label DNA and CenpC-Tomato to mark cen-
tromeres/kinetochores. Previously, we found that failed acentric
DNA segregation in papillar cells leads to acentric micronuclei,
as occurs in fancd2 RNAi animals (Bretscher and Fox, 2016).
Similarly, mre11 RNAi results in an inability to properly
segregate acentric DNA during papillar cell mitosis, leading
to an increase in acentric micronuclei (Fig. 3, E and F). We
note that in addition to accumulating acentric micronuclei,
mre11 RNAi increases anaphase bridges between centromere-
containing chromosomes in both hs-I-CreI (Fig. 3 E, arrow-
heads) and no hs-I-CreI animals (data not shown). This is
likely due to the Mre11 function in telomere maintenance
(Syed and Tainer, 2018). To focus on acentric DNA, we only
counted micronuclei that lacked a CenpC signal, as acentric
fragments do not express this marker. We conclude that
Mre11 is required to properly segregate acentric DNA during
mitosis, subsequent cell survival, and normal papillar
organogenesis.

Mre11 and RPA3 have distinct localization patterns at DSBs
during mitosis
As acentric fragments fail to properly incorporate duringmitosis
after mre11 knockdown, we next examined Mre11 dynamics
specifically in the first mitosis after DSBs. We live imaged rec-
tums expressing H2Av-RFP and ubi-mre11-GFP during the early
(24-h postpuparium formation) pupal stage. Compared with
papillar cells without hs-I-CreI DSBs, Mre11+ foci persist on
papillar chromosomes at a significantly higher frequency during
early prophase (Fig. 4 A [−17:00] and Fig. 4 B). After nuclear
envelope breakdown (NEBD), Mre11+ foci are resolved (Fig. 4 A
[00:00] and Fig. 4 B). Therefore, Mre11+ foci are apparent at
DSBs in <30 min, persist for days on broken papillar chromo-
somes until early mitosis, and resolved by NEBD.

As RPA3 is recruited downstream ofMre11 (Fig. 2, I and J), we
next examined RPA3 localization during the first mitosis after
induced DSBs. We live imaged H2Av-RFP and ubi-RPA3-GFP in
mitotic papillar cells. Similar to Mre11, RPA3+ foci are found on
mitotic papillar chromosomes after hs-I-CreI DSBs (Fig. 4 C [−11:
00] and Fig. 4 D). However, RPA3 differs from Mre11 in that hs-
I-CreI–induced RPA3+ foci are found at an increased level
through prophase (Fig. 4, C and D). Following prophase, the
mean RPA3 focus index (the frequency in which a cell contains
at least one RPA3 focus) decreases (Fig. 4 D), although a subset of
cells contain RPA3+ foci on lagging DNA fragments during an-
aphase (Fig. 4 C [25:00]). RPA3+ foci are mostly resolved by
the following interphase after mitosis (Fig. 4 C [40:00]). This
gradual RPA3 loss beginning at metaphase may reflect the onset

animals; 2 h, 474 cells, six animals; 6–7 h, 629 cells, seven animals; 24 h, 845 cells, eight animals; P < 0.0001). (M) Quantification of Mre11+ foci kinetics in
papillar cells (No I-CreI, 1,185 cells, 8 animals; <30 min, 813 cells, 7 animals; 2 h, 857 cells, 8 animals; 6–7 h, 1,264 cells, 13 animals; 24 h, 527 cells, 4 animals; 4–5
d, 1,669 cells, 19 animals; P = 0.0002). Focus index was determined as the percentage of cells with at least one DNA repair focus. Individual foci were not
counted due to somatic chromosome pairing in which foci in these cells can coalesce into a single focus. Each time point represents two or more biological
replicates. Each data point represents a single animal. Error bars indicate SEM. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001 by ordinary one-way
ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test.
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of repair between metaphase and the next interphase (see Dis-
cussion). We also assayed the focus intensity, which steadily
decreases as cells progress through mitosis (Fig. 4, C and E). We
confirmed that similar kinetics are observed when monitoring
localization of endogenous RPA (Fig. S1, M and N). We conclude

that Mre11 and RPA3+ foci persist into mitosis after DSBs. While
Mre11+ foci are resolved before NEBD, RPA3+ foci continue to
persist at high levels until metaphase, and then gradually de-
crease on broken papillar DNA, resolving fully by the following
interphase.

Figure 2. RPA3 is recruited to checkpoint inactive papillar cells and persists for days. (A–C9 and E–I9) RPA3-GFP localization over time ± hs-I-CreI in
larval brain progenitors (A–C9), WT papillar cells (E–H9), and mre11 RNAi papillar cells (I and I9). Green, RPA3; magenta, DNA (DAPI); yellow arrows, RPA3+ foci;
dashed outlines, nuclei; dashed box, area magnified ×10 in the corresponding inset; white arrowheads, enlarged foci. Scale bars = 10 μm; inset scale bars = 0.5
μm. (D) Quantification of RPA3+ foci kinetics in larval brain progenitors (No I-CreI, 200 cells, six animals; 90 min, 48 cells, three animals; 24 h, 63 cells, three
animals; P < 0.0001). (J) Quantification of RPA3+ foci kinetics in papillar cells (No I-CreI, 139 cells, four animals; 90 min, 108 cells, six animals; 24 h, 81 cells, four
animals; 4–5 d, 658 cells, five animals, 4–5 d mre11 RNAi, 99 cells, seven animals; P < 0.0001). Each time point represents two or more biological replicates.
Each data point represents a single animal. Error bars indicate SEM. ****, P < 0.0001 by ordinary one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test.
(K) RPA+ gH2Av+ foci recruitment to papillar cells 4–5 d + hs-I-CreI. Green, RPA; magenta, DNA (DAPI); red, gH2Av; yellow arrows, RPA+ gH2Av+ foci. All other
labeling as in A–I9.
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Figure 3. Mre11 is required for segregation of acentric DNA during mitosis. (A) Adult candidate screen assay for identifying regulators of acentric DNA
segregation based on Bretscher and Fox (2016); see Results. (B) Adult rectums ofmre11 RNAi animals ±hs-I-CreI. Green, papillar cells (pseudocolored); magenta,
DNA (DAPI). Scale bars = 50 μm. (C) Quantification of adult papillar cell number in mre11 RNAi animals (+ hs-I-CreI, 1,652 cells, nine animals; − hs-I-CreI, 2,170
cells, six animals; P < 0.0001.Red dashed line indicates the expected number of papillar cells in WT adult. Each condition represents two or more biological
replicates. Each data point represents a single animal. Error bars indicate SEM. ****, P < 0.0001 by unpaired two-tailed t test without Welch’s correlation.
(D) Pupal candidate screen assay for identifying regulators of acentric DNA segregation based on Bretscher and Fox (2016); see Results. (E) Live imaging of
papillar cell mitosis inmre11 RNAi animals ± hs-I-CreI. Green, HisH2Av; magenta, CenpC; yellow arrow, acentric fragment; white arrowheads, chromatin bridge.
Scale bars = 5 μm. (E9)Micronuclei-containing papillar cells following mitosis + hs-I-CreI in animals expressingmre11 RNAi. Dashed outline, nuclei. Labeling and
scale bars as in E. (F) Quantification of the fate of acentric fragments in mre11 RNAi papillar cells (+ hs-I-CreI, 317 cells, six animals; − hs-I-CreI, 390 cells, four
animals). Each condition represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point represents a single animal. Error bars indicate SEM. ****, P < 0.0001 by
unpaired two-tailed t test without Welch’s correlation. CTL, control.
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Figure 4. Mre11 and RPA3 have distinct kinetics duringmitosis. (A and C)Mre11-GFP (A) and RPA3-GFP (C) localization in papillar cells duringmitosis ± hs-
I-CreI. Green, Mre11/RPA3; magenta, HisH2Av; yellow arrows, Mre11+/RPA3+ foci; dashed box, area magnified ×10 in the corresponding inset; white arrow-
heads, enlarged foci. In the −17:00 frame, dashed outlines indicate nuclei. Scale bars = 10 μm; inset scale bar = 0.5 μm. (B) Quantification of the focus index for
Mre11+ foci kinetics during papillar mitosis (No I-CreI pre-NEBD, 410 cells, three animals; No I-CreI post-NEBD, 868 cells, five animals; pre-NEBD, 157 cells, five
animals; post-NEBD, 235 cells, three animals; P < 0.0001). (D) Quantification of the focus index for RPA3+ foci kinetics during papillar mitosis (No I-CreI
interphase [Inter] + prophase [Pro] (pre-NEBD), 146 cells, 3 animals; Inter + Pro (pre-NEBD), 722 cells, 15 animals; Pro (post-NEBD), 51 cells, 10 animals;
metaphase [Meta], 50 cells, 8 animals; anaphase [Ana], 49 cells, 9 animals; Inter post first mitosis, 80 cells, 3 animals; P = 0.0003). (E) Quantification of RPA3+

foci intensity in papillar cells during mitosis + hs-I-CreI (Inter + Pro (pre-NEBD), 28 cells; Pro (post-NEBD), 13 cells; Meta, 7 cells; Ana, 5 cells; P < 0.0001). Each
time point represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point represents a single animal except in E, where each data point represents a single cell.
Error bars indicate SEM. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ****, P < 0.0001 by ordinary one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test. RFU, relative
fluorescence unit.
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A candidate genetic screen identifies polQ as being required for
acentric DNA segregation
The requirement for Mre11 and the dynamic mitotic localization
of Mre11 and RPA3 suggested that these proteins might actively
signal repair events to segregate acentric DNA. Based on our
observations that Mre11 is required for RPA3 recruitment—
likely due to DNA resection—we undertook a candidate genetic
screen, with the hypothesis that other repair events occur
downstream of RPA3 recruitment. Using adult papillar cell
number after hs-I-CreI DSBs as a readout to identify regulators of
acentric DNA segregation during mitosis (Fig. 3 A; Bretscher and
Fox, 2016), we screened 80 candidate genes that we hypothe-
sized to be possibly important for acentric DNA segregation
(Table S1). We chose candidate genes based either on their
known function in DNA repair or on their identification in a
previous cell culture–based D. melanogaster screen for DSB-
responsive genes (Table S1; Kondo and Perrimon, 2011).

Most genes that we interrogated did not disrupt papillar or-
ganogenesis following DSBs. Interestingly, we did not identify a
requirement for cNHEJ or HR (Ceccaldi et al., 2016; Sekelsky,
2017; Wright et al., 2018). Specifically, knockdown of regulators
of cNHEJ ku70, ku80, and lig4 (Ceccaldi et al., 2015; Sekelsky,
2017) did not consistently result in a DSB-specific decrease in
papillar cell number (Table S1; 5/6 lines tested were not a hit).
Furthermore, the requirement and recruitment of resection
factors is inconsistent with cNHEJ as this pathway does not re-
quire end resection (Chang et al., 2017). Similarly, Rad51, which
is required for HR (Ceccaldi et al., 2015; Sekelsky, 2017; Wright
et al., 2018), is not required for papillar cell survival after DSBs
(Table S1; and Fig. S2, A and B). We do note that there is a sig-
nificant decrease in rad51 RNAi papillar cell number without
hs-I-CreI, suggesting that Rad51 plays a role in papillar organo-
genesis (Fig. S2, A and B). Additionally, using an antibody for D.
melanogaster, Rad51, we find that Rad51 is not recruited until the
interphase following the first mitosis, is independent of exoge-
nous DNA damage, and depends on Rad51 function (Fig. S2, C
and D), validating that we efficiently knocked down Rad51.

Our screen also included regulators of other DSB repair
pathways. In contrast to the lack of requirement for cNHEJ
and HR, we identified the gene DNA polymerase Q (polQ) as
a potential candidate for acentric DNA segregation in pap-
illar cells. polQ encodes the Pol θ protein, which is critical in
alt-EJ, also described as microhomology-mediated end-joining
or θ-mediated end-joining (Beagan et al., 2017; Beagan andMcVey,
2016; Chan et al., 2010; Hanscom and McVey, 2020; Kent et al.,
2015; McVey and Lee, 2008). Pol θ recognizes microhomologies
around a DSB and anneals homologous sequences together
(Beagan et al., 2017; Beagan and McVey, 2016; Chan et al., 2010;
Hanscom and McVey, 2020; McVey and Lee, 2008; Sharma
et al., 2015). We identified several other genes implicated in
alt-EJ (Table S1, ercc1, fen1, xpf) as required for papillar cell sur-
vival following DSBs (Ahmad et al., 2008; Liang et al., 2005; Ma
et al., 2003; Sharma et al., 2015). As Pol θ is critical in several
steps of alt-EJ (Beagan et al., 2017; Beagan and McVey, 2016;
Carvajal-Garcia et al., 2021; Chan et al., 2010; Liang et al., 2005;
McVey and Lee, 2008; Sekelsky, 2017; Wood and Doublié, 2016),
our further analysis focused on polQ.

Knockdown of polQ using two independent RNAi lines results
in both an hs-I-CreI and an IR-induced DSB-specific decrease in
adult papillar cell number (Fig. 5, A and B; and Fig. S2, E–H). To
determine whether the decrease in cell number coincides with
an increase in acentric micronuclei, we observed mitotic stage
papillar cells in pupae expressing UAS-polQ RNAi. Acentric
(CenpC-negative) micronuclei increase after hs-I-CreI DSBs in
animals expressing UAS-polQ RNAi (Fig. 5, C and D). To deter-
mine the extent to which polQ knockdown affects RPA3+ foci, we
visualized ubi-RPA3-GFP in the presence of polQ RNAi. RPA3+

foci are present both during and before mitosis on broken
papillar chromosomes in animals with polQ RNAi. However,
whereas RPA3+ foci are resolved by the following interphase
after mitosis in WT animals (Fig. 4 C [40:00] and Fig. 4 D),
RPA3+ foci persist into the following interphase in animals ex-
pressing polQ RNAi (Fig. 5, E and F). These data suggest that our
candidate screen successfully identified the alt-EJ regulator polQ
as required for DSB-dependent cell survival in papillar cells. polQ
is responsible for proper acentric DNA segregation and micro-
nuclei prevention during papillar mitosis and for the removal of
RPA3 by the following interphase.

Monoubiquitinated Fancd2 is required for micronuclei
prevention and RPA3 removal
Our analysis of polQ RNAi papillar cells resembled our previous
study of the FA pathway protein Fancd2. In animals expressing
UAS-fancd2 RNAi under the control of byn>Gal4, acentric frag-
ments fail to properly incorporate into daughter papillar cell
nuclei and instead form micronuclei (Bretscher and Fox, 2016).
This increase in micronuclei correlates with decreased papillar
cell number and papillar organogenesis defects, the latter seen
also in the Fancd2 binding partner FancI.

Fancd2 forms a heterodimer with FancI, and the recruitment
and activation of these proteins frequently depend on mono-
ubiquitination on conserved lysine residues by the FA core
complex (FancM and FancL in D. melanogaster; Marek and Bale,
2006; Rodŕıguez and D’Andrea, 2017). To determine to what
extent Fancd2 depends on its conserved monoubiquitination, we
examined adult papillar cell number in FA core complex RNAi
animals (Fig. S3, A–D). Knockdown of both FA core complex
members fancm and fancl in the hindgut using multiple inde-
pendent RNAi lines results in an hs-I-CreI–specific decrease in
papillar cell number and associated defects in papillar organo-
genesis (Fig. S3, A–D). In our previous study (Bretscher and Fox,
2016), we used a fancm partial deletion allele (fancmdel) in com-
bination with a deficiency in the fancm region and observed an
IR-dependent adult papillar cell phenotype but not a significant
hs-I-CreI–dependent phenotype. Here, we instead find signifi-
cant hs-I-CreI–dependent papillar cell phenotypes for fancmwith
two separate RNAi lines. Taken together with our previous
findings for FancI and Fancd2 (Bretscher and Fox, 2016), we
conclude that the entire FA pathway is required in D. mela-
nogaster papillar cells with DSBs.

To further test whether Fancd2 monoubiquitination is re-
quired for papillar cell survival after DSBs, we used two-step
CRISPR-mediated homology-directed repair (Yang et al., 2020) to
generate a flywhere the conserved, endogenousmonoubiquitination
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Figure 5. polQ is required for proper RPA3+ foci dynamics, acentric DNA segregation, and cell survival. (A) Adult rectums of polQ RNAi animals ± hs-
I-CreI. Green, papillar cells (pseudocolored); magenta, DNA (DAPI). Scale bars = 50 μm. (B) Quantification of adult papillar cell number in polQ RNAi animals (+
hs-I-CreI, 1,067 cells, 6 animals; − hs-I-CreI, 3,323 cells, 10 animals; P < 0.0001).Red dashed line indicates the expected number of papillar cells inWT adult. Each
condition represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point represents a single animal. Error bars indicate SEM. ****, P < 0.0001 by unpaired two-
tailed t test without Welch’s correlation. (C) Still images of live-imaged rectums expressing polQ RNAi ± hs-I-CreI. Green, HisH2Av; magenta, CenpC; yellow
arrows, micronuclei; dashed outline, nuclei; dashed box, area magnified ×10 in the corresponding inset; white arrowhead, enlarged micronucleus. Scale bars =
10 μm; inset scale bar = 0.5 μm. (D) Quantification of the fate of acentric fragments in polQ RNAi papillar cells (+ hs-I-CreI, 287 cells, three animals; − hs-I-CreI,
175 cells, five animals; (P = 0.0003). Each condition represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point represents a single animal. Error bars indicate
SEM. ***, P < 0.001 by unpaired two-tailed t test without Welch’s correlation. (E) RPA3-GFP localization in polQ RNAi papillar cells during mitosis ± hs-I-CreI.
Green, RPA3; magenta, DAPI; yellow arrows, RPA3+ foci. All other labeling as in C. (F) Quantification of RPA3+ foci kinetics in polQ RNAi papillar cells during
mitosis ± hs-I-CreI (No I-CreI interphase [Inter] + prophase [Pro] (post-NEBD), 175 cells, five animals; Inter + Pro (pre-NEBD), 155 cells, seven animals; Inter post
first mitosis, 287 cells, seven animals; P < 0.0001). Each time point represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point represents a single animal.
Error bars indicate SEM. ****, P < 0.0001 by ordinary one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test.
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site for Fancd2, K595, ismutated to an arginine (fancd2K595R; Fig. 6 A).
This mutation has been previously observed to disrupt mono-
ubiquitination of D. melanogaster Fancd2 in vitro (Marek and
Bale, 2006). fancd2K595R is the first animal model of a mutation
in the endogenous conserved monoubiquitination site and the
first endogenous fancd2mutation of any kind in flies. fancd2K595R

homozygous animals are viable and fertile, enabling us to test a
role for Fancd2 monoubiquitination in acentric DNA responses.
fancd2K595R animals have decreased adult papillar cell number
after both hs-I-CreI (Fig. 6, B and C) and IR (Fig. S3, G and H).

We then determined whether Fancd2 monoubiquitination
prevents micronuclei. To test this, we measured micronucleus
frequency in response hs-I-CreI DSBs. In fancd2K595R animals,
micronucleus frequency is significantly higher in cells with hs-
I-CreI DSBs compared with fancd2K595R/+ animals (Fig. 6, D and E).
Our findings in previous studies and in the current study support
a model where the FA core complex and monoubiquitination of
the Fancd2–FancI heterodimer prevent micronuclei during mito-
sis with DSBs to promote cell survival.

We next examined whether Fancd2 monoubiquitination
impacts the dynamic localization of RPA3 after DSBs. To test
this, we first visualized ubi-RPA3-GFP in animals expressing
fancd2 RNAi. fancd2 RNAi papillar cells fail to remove RPA3 foci
after mitosis following DSBs (Fig. S3, E and F). We then visual-
ized RPA3-GFP in fancd2K595R animals. RPA3+ foci are recruited
to papillar cells before mitosis in response to hs-I-CreI DSBs in
fancd2K595R animals (Fig. 6 G) and animals heterozygous for the
K595R mutation (fancd2K595R/+; Fig. S3 I). However, DSBs in-
crease the frequency of RPA3+ foci in fancd2K595R animals fol-
lowing the first mitosis (Fig. 6, F and G). This increased
frequency following mitosis is not observed in either WT (Fig. 4,
C and D) or fancd2K595R/+ animals (Fig. S3 I). These findings suggest
that similar to Pol θ, conserved Fancd2 monoubiquitination is
required to displace RPA3+ foci during mitosis.

As monoubiquitinated Fancd2 is not required to recruit RPA3
immediately following DNA damage but is required for RPA3
foci resolution during mitosis, we next investigated the timing
of Fancd2 arrival to papillar cells after DSBs. We examined
animals expressing D. melanogaster Fancd2 tagged with GFP
(Fancd2-GFP). Similar to RPA3 and Mre11, papillar cells recruit
Fancd2+ foci <30 min after hs-I-CreI DSBs (Fig. 6 I). Fancd2+ foci
persist into mitosis but are resolved before NEBD, mirroring
Mre11+ foci kinetics (Fig. 6, H and I). Taken together, these data
suggest that Fancd2 is recruited to RPA3-coated resected DNA
shortly after a DSB and recruits downstream repair factors to
promote the resolution of RPA3+ foci during mitosis.

polQ and fancd2 mutants are epistatic during papillar cell
mitosis with DSBs
Based on the observation that polQ and monoubiquitinated
Fancd2 are both required for acentric DNA to be incorporated
into daughter nuclei during mitosis, we next examined the ge-
netic interaction between these two genes. To test at a genetic
level whether polQ and monoubiquitinated Fancd2 work in
concert to promote papillar cell survival following DNA damage,
we knocked down polQ using UAS-polQ RNAi in fancd2K595R an-
imals. After inducing hs-I-CreI DSBs during the endocycle, a

significant decrease in adult papillar cell number occurs in
fancd2K595R; polQ RNAi animals (Fig. 7, A and B). However, we do
not observe a significant difference in adult papillar cell number
after DSBs in the double-mutant animals compared with either
single mutant.

We then determined the effect of fancd2K595R; polQ RNAi an-
imals on micronuclei formation during mitosis in papillar cells
with hs-I-CreI DSBs. The frequency of micronuclei in fancd2K595R;
polQ RNAi animals increases after DSBs (Fig. 7, C and D). Similar
to our findings for adult papillar cell number, we do not observe
a significant increase in micronuclei in fancd2K595R; polQ RNAi
animals relative to either single gene disruption alone (fancd2K595R

and polQ RNAi; Fig. 7 D).
Finally, we examined the ability of fancd2K595R; polQ RNAi

animals to resolve RPA foci in mitosis. RPA+ gH2Av+ foci persist
following mitosis in papillar cells specifically in response to hs-
I-CreI DSBs (Fig. 7, E and F). These findings are similar to what
we observe in either single mutant. These data suggest that
during mitosis with DSBs, polQ and monoubiquitinated Fancd2
work in concert to resolve RPA3, prevent micronuclei, and
promote papillar cell survival.

Discussion
How DNA repair is regulated in the absence of a chk1/chk2/p53
checkpoint is incompletely understood. In this study, we find
that checkpoint-inactive papillar cells still recruit early acting
repair proteins to DSBs (Fig. 7 G). RPA3+ repair foci persist into
mitosis (Fig. 7 G) but are resolved by the following interphase
(Fig. 7 G). RPA3 removal is controlled by Fancd2 and Pol θ
(Fig. 7 H). Failure to remove RPA3 correlates with acentric DNA
failing to segregate into daughter nuclei, micronuclei, and in-
testinal organogenesis defects (Fig. 7 H). Based on these findings,
we propose that an alt-EJ repair intermediate links the acentric
fragment to a broken, centromere-containing chromosome during
anaphase, preventing micronuclei and ensuring proper develop-
ment (Fig. 7, G and G9).

A DNA repair intermediate promotes acentric DNA segregation
The recruitment ofMre11, RPA3, and Fancd2 to damaged papillar
chromosomes mirrors previous findings, but there are also some
distinctions. Following DSBs in checkpoint-inactive papillar cells
(this study) and in damaged neuroblasts (Landmann et al.,
2020), Mre11 is recruited to DSBs, is dynamic during mitosis,
and is required to recruit downstream proteins. While Land-
mann et al. observed Mre11 recruitment during later mitotic
stages than we observe, we note that they induced DSBs in
prometaphase instead of before mitosis as performed here. In-
deed, timing of DSB induction influences DNA repair (Ceccaldi
et al., 2016). Also in the Landmann et al. study, the protein BubR1
is recruited to DSBs. In contrast, our prior study (Bretscher and
Fox, 2016) found that papillar cells do not recruit or require
BubR1 for acentric DNA segregation. Taken together, our work
and findings in D. melanogaster neuroblasts highlight the im-
portance of understanding the cellular context in which DSBs
arise and how this influences DSB repair.
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Figure 6. Monoubiquitinated Fancd2 is required for proper RPA3+ foci dynamics, micronuclei prevention, and cell survival. (A) Sequence alignment
comparing the region of human (HS) FANCD2 protein sequence to D. melanogaster (DM) Fancd2 where the conserved monoubiquitination site is found. As-
terisks and black shading, identical sequences; dots and gray shading, sequence similarities; red arrowhead, conserved monoubiquitinated lysine (K523 in
humans; K595 in D. melanogaster). This site was mutated into an arginine (fancd2K595R) using two-step CRISPR-mediated homology-directed repair (see
Materials and methods). (B) Adult rectums of fancd2K595R animals ± hs-I-CreI. Green, papillar cells (pseudocolored); magenta, DNA (DAPI). Scale bars = 50 μm.
(C) Quantification of adult papillar cell number in fancd2K595R animals (+ hs-I-CreI, 1,504 cells, 9 animals; − hs-I-CreI, 4,090 cells, 10 animals; P < 0.0001). Red
dashed line indicates the expected number of papillar cells inWT adult. Each condition represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point represents
a single animal. Error bars indicate SEM. ****, P < 0.0001 by unpaired two-tailed t test withoutWelch’s correlation. (D)Mitotic stage fancd2K595R animals ± hs-I-
CreI. Magenta, DNA (DAPI); yellow arrows, micronuclei; dashed box, area magnified ×10 in the corresponding inset; White arrowhead, enlarged micronucleus;
dashed outline, nuclei. Scale bars = 10 μm; inset scale bar = 0.5 μm. (E) Quantification of the fate of acentric fragments in fancd2K595R papillar cells + hs-I-CreI
(K595R/+, 236 cells, 11 animals; K595R, 261 cells, 6 animals; P < 0.0001). Each condition represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point rep-
resents a single animal. Error bars indicate SEM. ****, P < 0.0001 by unpaired two-tailed t test without Welch’s correlation. (F) RPA3-GFP foci recruitment in
fancd2K595R animals ± hs-I-CreI. Yellow arrows, RPA3+ foci; green, RPA3; magenta, DNA (DAPI). All other labeling as in D. (G)Quantification of RPA3+ foci kinetics
in fancd2K595R papillar cells during mitosis ± hs-I-CreI (No I-CreI interphase [Inter] + prophase [Pro] (post-NEBD), 92 cells, two animals; Inter + Pro (pre-NEBD),
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In mammalian cells, micronuclei and chromosomal aberra-
tions are prevented by ultra-fine DNA bridges (UFBs), DNA- and
protein-based linkages that need to be resolved during mitosis
(Liu et al., 2014). UFBs prevent micronuclei through resolution
of replication and repair intermediates by FA proteins, BLM
helicase, and RPA2. Similarly, we identified that BLM and
Fancd2 are required for acentric DNA segregation in damaged
papillar cells, and here, we observe Fancd2 and RPA3 recruit-
ment to damaged papillar chromosomes during mitosis (Fig. 4, C
and D; and Fig. 6, H and I; Bretscher and Fox, 2016). We have not
observed long RPA3-coated UFBs during mitosis, which we hy-
pothesize to be because papillar cells engage in alt-EJ, which can
displace RPA on short microhomology regions around a DSB
(Beagan et al., 2017; Beagan and McVey, 2016; Chan et al., 2010;
Ciccia and Elledge, 2010; Hanscom and McVey, 2020; Harper
and Elledge, 2007; Jackson and Bartek, 2009; Lord and Ashworth,
2012; McVey and Lee, 2008; Sekelsky, 2017). Alt-EJ is a “backup”
pathwaywhenmajor DSB repair pathways are unavailable (Iliakis
et al., 2015) in some contexts and is the preferred repair path-
way in others (Thyme and Schier, 2016), including during mi-
tosis (Deng et al., 2019; Fernandez-Vidal et al., 2014). We
speculate that alt-EJ displaces RPA during mitosis and promotes
annealing of broken DNA ends by Pol θ and monoubiquitinated
Fancd2 (Fig. 7 G9).

Fancd2 monoubiquitination and polQ work together to
promote acentric DNA segregation
We find that Fancd2monoubiquitination cooperates with polQ to
promote acentric DNA segregation. Monoubiquitinated Fancd2
and Pol θ cooperate in other contexts (Kais et al., 2016; Muzzini
et al., 2008). Additionally, mutants in Fancd2 and FEN1 (an
implicated alt-EJ endonuclease and hit in our screen; Table S1),
are epistatic in the repair of chemotherapy-induced DNA dam-
age (Ward et al., 2017). Monoubiquitination of Fancd2 may re-
cruit Pol θ to resected, RPA-coated ssDNA to promote alt-EJ
between acentric DNA and its centric partner, which pulls
acentric DNA into daughter nuclei (Fig. 7 G9). When Fancd2
monoubiquitination is disrupted and/or when polQ is knocked
down, RPA-coated resected DNA persists, and the acentric de-
taches from centromere-containing chromosomes, causing mi-
cronuclei (Fig. 7, H and H9).

In addition to polQ, our candidate screen can identify addi-
tional acentric DNA segregation mechanisms. We identified
several structure-specific endonucleases (SSEs), which resolve
replication and repair intermediates (Table S1; Minocherhomji
and Hickson, 2014). It was recently identified that in D.
melanogaster, polQ and the SSEs SLX4 and GEN1 process HR
intermediates. polQ suppresses mitotic crossovers to pre-
vent deleterious loss of heterozygosity (Carvajal-Garcia et al.,

2021). A similar polQ/SSE mechanism may also function in
papillar cells.

Papillar cell acentric DNA segregation as a model for cancer
cell biology and tumor resistance
We previously described characteristics of papillar cell biology
that are similar to what is observed in cancer cells (Cohen et al.,
2020; Peterson et al., 2020). Papillar cells are polyploid, as are
more than one-third of cancers (Zack et al., 2013). Additionally,
papillar cells resist multiple forms of DNA damage (Bretscher
and Fox, 2016). Similarly, some cancer cells that undergo ge-
nome duplication also resist various DNA-damaging therapies,
such as chemotherapy drugs or IR (Shen et al., 2008, 2013;
Szakács et al., 2006). One potential mechanism for how cancer
cells and papillar cells tolerate high levels of DNA damage
may be a dysregulated DDR (Bretscher and Fox, 2016; Lord
and Ashworth, 2012; Zheng et al., 2012). As highlighted here,
our findings are also relevant to preventing micronuclei, a
prominent cancer feature (Marcozzi et al., 2018). Micronuclei
can lead to deleterious chromosome rearrangements (Crasta
et al., 2012; Nazaryan-Petersen et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2015;
Liu et al., 2018; McLaughlin et al., 2020) and an inflammatory
response linked to tumor formation and metastasis (Bakhoum
et al., 2018; Harding et al., 2017; Mackenzie et al., 2017). Our
studies here on Pol θ and Fancd2 add to the similarities be-
tween papillar cells and mechanisms that are relevant to
cancer biology.

Materials and methods
D. melanogaster stocks
A detailed list of stocks used in this study is available in Table S2.

D. melanogaster culture and genetics
Flies were raised on standard fly food (Archon Scientific) at 22°C
except for when experiments were conducted with tub-Gal80ts.
In experiments using tub-Gal80ts, animals were raised at 18°C
until the L2 stage, when DNA damage was induced (see DNA
damage). Those animals were then shifted to 29°C during the
feeding L3 stage.

The fancd2K595R/K595R flies were generated by GenetiVision.
The K595R mutation was created via two steps of CRISPR-
Cas9–mediated homology-directed repair events. In the first
step, two CRISPR-Cas9 targets were designed to delete a 490-bp
fragment containing the K595. Two gRNAs were cloned into
pCFD3 vector (http://www.flyrnai.org/tools/grna_tracker/web/
files/Cloning-with-pCFD3.pdf), and a donor DNA was created
with a GFP cassette flanked by two 1-kb fancd2 sequences beyond
cleavage sites. Upon coinjection of both DNA constructs, two

76 cells, seven animals; Inter post first mitosis, 261 cells, six animals; P < 0.0001). Each time point represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point
represents a single animal. Error bars indicate SEM. **, P < 0.01; ****, P < 0.0001 by ordinary one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test.
(H) Fancd2-GFP localization to papillar cells during mitosis ± hs-I-CreI. Green, Fancd2; yellow arrows, Fancd2+ foci. All other labeling as in D. (I) Quantification
of Fancd2+ foci recruitment in papillar cells ± hs-I-CreI from <30 min to Inter following the first mitotic stage (No I-CreI <30 min, 291 cells, five animals; <30 min,
147 cells, four animals; 2 h, 347 cells, four animals; 6 h, 238 cells, six animals; pre-NEBD, 62 cells, four animals; No I-CreI pre-NEBD, 55 cells, five animals; post-
NEBD, 78 cells, three animals; P < 0.0001). Each time point represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point represents a single animal. Error bars
indicate SEM. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001 by ordinary one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test.
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Figure 7. polQ and fancd2 mutants are epistatic for micronuclei prevention during papillar cell mitosis. (A) Adult rectums of fancd2K595R; polQ RNAi
animals ± hs-I-CreI. Green, papillar cells (pseudocolored); magenta, DNA (DAPI). Scale bars = 50 μm. (B)Quantification of adult papillar cell number in polQ RNAi
(dataset from Fig. 5 B), fancd2K595R (dataset from Fig. 6 C), fancd2K595R; polQ RNAi animals (+ hs-I-CreI, 1,487 cells, seven animals; − hs-I-CreI, 1,386 cells, four
animals; P < 0.0001). Red dashed line indicates the expected number of papillar cells in aWT adult. Each condition represents two or more biological replicates.
Each data point represents a single animal. Error bars indicate SEM. ****, P < 0.0001 by unpaired two-tailed t test without Welch’s correlation. (C) Mitotic
stage fancd2K595R; polQ RNAi animals ± hs-I-CreI. Magenta, DNA (DAPI); yellow arrows, micronuclei; dashed box, area magnified ×10 in the corresponding inset;
white arrowhead, enlarged micronucleus; dashed outline, nuclei. Scale bars = 10 μm; inset scale bar = 0.5 μm. (D) Quantification of the fate of acentric
fragments in fancd2K595R; polQ RNAi (+ hs-I-CreI, 107 cells, three animals; − hs-I-CreI, 272 cells, four animals; P < 0.0001), fancd2K595R (dataset from Fig. 6 E), and
polQ RNAi (dataset from Fig. 5 D) + hs-I-CreI papillar cells. Each time point represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point represents a single
animal. Error bars indicate SEM. ***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001 by ordinary one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test. (E) RPA and gH2Av
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gRNAs were expressed to direct the DSB by Cas9 (endogenously
expressed in the injection stock BL#54591). After the DSB, the
GFP cassette was inserted into fancd2 genome via donor DNA-
mediated recombination. In the second step, based on the same
principle, a 1,039-bp DNA-containing GFP cassette (plus neigh-
boring fancd2 sequences) was substituted by the mutant allele
containing K595R using a new set of gRNAs and new donor DNA,
which is the fancd2 sequence with K595R mutation introduced.

The Ubi-GFP-Fancd2 flies were generated by cloning full-
length D. melanogaster Fancd2, fused to codon-optimized eGFP, and
separated by a (GSSS)4 linker at the N-terminus into a pBID vector
(Addgene, Twist Bioscience). The resulting plasmid was used to
make transgenic flies (Model System Injections, Duke University).

The stock containing ry776+ gRNA (ATTGTGGCGGAGATCTCG
A) was made by the Sekelsky Laboratory at the University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC. The gRNAwas cloned
into a pCFD3 vector (Fillip Port, Simon Bullock Laboratory,
Medical Research Council Laboratory of Molecular Biology, Cam-
bridge, UK) and injected at 58A using PhiC 31. The landing site has a
3×P3-DsRed marker, and the pCFD3 has a vermillion+ marker.

DNA damage
DSBs were induced using three methods. The first method uses
animals expressing the hs-I-CreI transgene. DNA damage was
induced using methods from Bretscher and Fox (2016) in which
animals were heat shocked at 37°C for 90 min at the L2 stage.
The second method to induce DSBs was using IR as described in
Bretscher and Fox (2016) in which fly food containing L2 flies
were placed in 60-mm Petri dishes. The Petri dishes were then
place in an X-RAD 160 PXI precision x-ray irradiator (calibrated
by a dosimetrist) at 20 Gy. Lastly, DSBs were induced at the ry
locus using CRISPR-Cas9 (see D. melanogaster culture and ge-
netics). Animals expressing the ry gRNAwere crossed to animals
expressing UAS-Cas9; byn-Gal4, tub-Gal80ts. These animals were
raised at 18°C until the L2 stage. Larvaewere then shifted to 29°C
for 24 h to allow for expression of Cas9 and subsequent induc-
tion of DSBs at the ry locus and then shifted back to 18°C.

Fixed imaging
D. melanogaster tissues were dissected in 1× PBS and immediately
fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde + 0.3% Triton-X. Immunofluores-
cence staining was performed as in Sawyer et al. (2017) in which
fixed tissues were washed with 1× PBS three times and then
blocked with 1× PBS, 0.3% Triton X-100, and 1% normal goat
serum. Tissues were then incubated in primary antibodies di-
luted in block solution at 4°C overnight. Primary antibodies
were washed out three times with 1× PBS, and then tissue was
incubated in block solution with DAPI at 5 μg/ml. Tissue was
then incubated in secondary antibody at RT for 2 h. Secondary

antibodies were washed out three times with 1× PBS. Tissues
were mounted in VECTASHIELD (Vector Laboratories). Primary
antibodies used in this study were mouse anti-gamma H2Av
(1:2,500, UNC93-5.2.1; Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank),
rabbit anti-GFP (1:1,000, A-11122; Thermo Fisher Scientific),
rabbit anti-Rad51 (1:500; a gift from James Kadonaga, Uni-
versity of California, San Diego), and rabbit anti-RPA (1:1,000,
a gift from J. Nordman, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN,
generated by P. Fisher, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook,
NY). Secondary antibodies used were goat anti-rabbit Alexa
Fluor 488 (1:500, A-11008; Invitrogen) and goat anti-mouse
Alexa Fluor 568 (1:500, A-11004; Invitrogen).

All fixed images presented in the figures were acquired using
a Zeiss 880 Airyscan Inverted Confocal Microscope using a Plan-
Aprochromat 20×/0.80 NA air objective (420650-9901) and
Plan-Aprochromat 63×/1.4 NA oil objective (420782-9900). 405-
nm diode, argon/2 488, and 561-nm diode lasers were used on a
Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 with Definite Focus 2. The system was
controlled by Zen 2.3 software (Zeiss). Airyscan processing was
performed on all images after acquisition. Adult rectum images
were acquired using Zeiss Axio Imager M2 with Apotome pro-
cessing using an EC Plan-Neofluar 20×/0.5 NA air objective.
Additional imaging for quantitation only was performed using
an Andor Dragonfly 505 unit with Borealis illumination spin-
ning disk confocal microscope with Andor iXon Life 888 1,024 ×
1,024 EMCCD camera and an HC PL APO 63×/1.47 CORR TIRF
(11506319; Leica) oil objective (405 nm [100 mW], 488 nm [150
mW], and 561 nm [100 mW] diodes) on a Leica DMi8 micro-
scope. The systemwas controlled by Fusion software. All images
were acquired at RT.

Live imaging
Tissues were prepared for live imaging as described in previous
studies (Fox et al., 2010; Schoenfelder et al., 2014). Tissues were
dissected in Schneider’s Drosophila medium (11720-034; In-
vitrogen) with 15% vol/vol FBS, 0.6× penicillin/streptomycin,
and 0.2 mg/ml insulin. Tissues were mounted on a flexible
membrane with Halocarbon 27 Oil (H8773; Sigma) under a
coverslip. Images were acquired on a spinning disk confocal
microscope (CSU10 scanhead; Yokogawa Electric Corporation)
on an Olympus IX70 inverted microscope using a UPlanSApo
60×/1.3 NA silicon oil objective, 488- and 568-nm Kr–Ar laser
lines for excitation, and an Andor iXon 3 897 512 EMCCD
camera. The systemwas controlled byMetaMorph 7.7 software.
All images were acquired at RT.

Image analysis
All image analyses were performed using ImageJ software
(Schneider et al., 2012). Adult papillae were pseudocolored as

recruitment to fancd2K595R; polQ RNAi papillar cells ± hs-I-CreI. Magenta, DNA (DAPI); green, RPA; red, gH2Av; yellow arrows, RPA+ gH2Av+ foci. All other
labeling as in C. (F) Quantification of RPA+ gH2Av+ foci recruitment in fancd2K595R; polQ RNAi papillar cells (+ hs-I-CreI, 153 cells, five animals; − hs-I-CreI, 113
cells, three animals) after the first mitotic stage. Each time point represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point represents a single animal. Error
bars indicate SEM. ****, P < 0.0001 by ordinary one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test. (G–H9) Proposed model for how Pol θ and
monoubiquitinated Fancd2 work in concert to promote acentric DNA segregation. Purple circles, Mre11+, RPA3+, and Fancd2+ foci; red circles, RPA3+ foci (see
Discussion).
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done previously (Schoenfelder et al., 2014, Bretscher and Fox,
2016; Stormo and Fox, 2016, 2019; Peterson et al., 2020). Focus
index was determined as the percentage of cells with at least one
DNA repair focus. Individual foci were not counted due to so-
matic chromosome pairing in which foci in these cells can coa-
lesce into a single focus. Mre11-GFP foci in fixed tissues were not
as distinguishable as RPA3-GFP foci and thus were determined
using colocalization with gH2AV antibody. Focus index, micro-
nuclei frequency, and adult papillar cell number were quantified
using ImageJ Cell Counter plugin. Foci intensity was calculated
by measuring mean fluorescence intensity of individual foci.
Images were converted to grayscale, and individual regions of
interest (ROIs) were drawn aroundmultiple foci within each cell
across different stages of cell division (interphase, prophase
[before and after NEBD], metaphase, anaphase, and interphase
following the first division). Measurements of individual ROIs
were taken using the mean gray value. ROIs of the same size
were taken from background on the same stack and time point
as the relevant foci, and mean intensity values were averaged
and subtracted from each focus mean intensity value.

Statistics
All statistics were computed in Prism 8 and 9 (GraphPad Soft-
ware). Adult papillar cell number and micronuclei frequency for
animals expressing various RNAi constructs were analyzed us-
ing unpaired two-tailed t test without Welch’s correlation (no
DNA damage vs. DNA damage). Focus index, fluorescence in-
tensity measurements, and any other comparisons of three or
more groups were analyzed using ordinary one-way ANOVA
with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test (data points compared
with no DNA damage control). P values and cell numbers are
indicated in figure legends. Data distribution was assumed to be
normal, but this was not formally tested. Statistical notations
used in figures include *, P ≤ 0.05; **, P ≤ 0.01; ***, P ≤ 0.001;
****, P ≤ 0.0001.

Online supplemental material
Fig. S1 shows that Mre11 and RPA are recruited to papillar cells
with delayed kinetics after IR-induced DSBs. Fig. S2 shows that
Rad51 is not required for cell survival following DSBs in papillar
cells. Fig. S3 shows that FA proteins are required for proper
RPA3+ foci dynamics and cell survival following DSBs. Table S1
lists results from a candidate screen for regulators of acentric
DNA segregation duringmitosis in papillar cells. Table S2 lists all
the fly stocks used in this study.
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Supplemental material

Figure S1. Mre11 and RPA are recruited to papillar cells with delayed kinetics after IR-induced DSBs. (A–B9) Mre11-GFP colocalization with gH2Av in
larval brain progenitors <30 min after ± hs-I-CreI. Green, Mre11-GFP; magenta, DAPI (DNA); red, gh2Av; yellow arrow, Mre11+ foci; dashed outlines, nuclei;
dashed box, area magnified ×10 in the corresponding inset; white arrowheads, enlarged foci. Scale bars = 10 μm; inset scale bar = 0.5 μm. (C) Mre11-GFP
localization over time in larval brain progenitors ± IR (No IR, 106 cells, 9 animals; <30 min, 813 cells, 10 animals; 24 h, 1,185 cells, 3 animals). Each time point
represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point represents a single animal. Error bars indicate SEM. ****, P < 0.0001 by ordinary one-way ANOVA
with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test. (D–E9)Mre11-GFP colocalization with gH2Av in papillar cells <30 min after ± hs-I-CreI. Labeling as in A–B9. (F)Mre11-
GFP localization over time in papillar cells ± IR (No IR, 383 cells, five animals; 2 h, 197 cells, three animals; 24 h, 321 cells, five animals; P = 0.0147). Each time
point represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point represents a single animal. Error bars indicate SEM. *, P < 0.05 by ordinary one-way ANOVA
with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test. (G) Mre11+ gH2Av+ (yellow arrows), Mre11+ (cyan arrows), and gH2Av+ (white arrows) foci in papillar cells <30 min
after + hs-I-CreI. Labeling as in A–B9 except for the following: green, Mre11; magenta, gH2Av. (H) RPA3-GFP localization over time in larval brain progenitors ±
IR (No IR, 80 cells, eight animals; <30 min, 17 cells, seven animals; 24 h, 34 cells, six animals; P < 0.0001). (I) RPA3-GFP localization over time in papillar cells ±
IR (No IR, 90 cells, six animals; 2 h, 338 cells, six animals; 24 h, 81 cells, six animals; P < 0.0001). Each time point represents two or more biological replicates.
Each data point represents a single animal. Error bars indicate SEM. ****, P < 0.0001 by ordinary one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test.
(J) RPA3 recruitment to papillar cells ± Cas9-induced DSBs using ry gRNA. RPA3+ foci are marked with yellow arrows. Labeling as in A–B9 except for the
following: magenta, DAPI (DNA); green, RPA3. (K) Quantification of RPA3-GFP foci recruitment in papillar cells (+ Cas9-induced DSBs using ry gRNA, 106 cells,
four animals; − Cas9-induced DSBs using ry gRNA, 36 cells, three animals; P = 0.0092) during the first mitotic stage. Each time point represents two or more
biological replicates. Each data point represents a single animal. Error bars indicate SEM. **, P < 0.01 by unpaired two-tailed t test without Welch’s correlation.
(L) RPA3-GFP recruitment to + hs-I-CreI papillar cells after 90 min. Cells are enlarged and the channels split to show recruitment of RPA3+ foci to DNA.
Magenta, DAPI (DNA); green, RPA3. (M and N) RPA+ gH2Av+ foci recruitment to papillar cells post-NEBD (M) and after the first mitotic division (N) + hs-I-CreI.
Labeling as in J except for the following: magenta, DAPI (DNA); green, RPA; red, gH2Av.
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Figure S2. Rad51 is not required for cell survival following DSBs in papillar cells. (A) Adult rectums of rad51 RNAi animals ± hs-I-CreI. Green, pseudo-
colored rectal papillae; magenta, DAPI (DNA). Scale bars = 50 μm. (B) Quantification of adult papillar cell number in rad51 RNAi animals (+ hs-I-CreI, 1,618 cells,
seven animals; − hs-I-CreI, 1,371 cells, five animals; P = 0.0702). Red dashed line indicates the expected number of papillar cells in a WT adult. Each time point
represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point represents a single animal. Error bars indicate SEM. Significance determined by unpaired two-
tailed t test without Welch’s correlation. (C) Rad51 recruitment to WT papillar cells ± hs-I-CreI and rad51 RNAi papillar cells. Yellow arrows, Rad51+ foci; dashed
outlines, nuclei; dashed box, area magnified ×10 in the corresponding inset; white arrowheads, enlarged foci. Scale bars = 10 μm; inset scale bar = 0.5 μm.
(D) Quantification of Rad51 foci recruitment in papillar cells (+ hs-I-CreI, 379 cells, five animals; − hs-I-CreI, 193 cells, four animals; rad51 RNAi papillar cells,
84 cells, five animals; P = 0.0037) after the first mitotic stage. Each time point represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point represents a single
animal. Error bars indicate SEM. *, P < 0.05 by ordinary one-way ANOVA. (E) Adult rectums of polQ RNAi animals ± IR. Labeling as in A. (F) Quantification of
adult papillar cell number in polQ RNAi animals (+ IR, 1,418 cells, 6 animals; − IR, 3,675 cells, 11 animals; P = 0.0043). Red dashed line indicates the expected
number of papillar cells in a WT adult. Each time point represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point represents a single animal. Error bars
indicate SEM.**, P < 0.01 by unpaired two-tailed t test without Welch’s correlation. (G) Adult rectums of polQ second RNAi line (RNAi #2) ± hs-I-CreI. Labeling
as in A. (H) Quantification of adult papillar cell number in polQ RNAi #2 animals (+ hs-I-CreI, 1,019 cells, four animals; − hs-I-CreI, 1,527 cells, four animals; P =
0.0012). Red dashed line indicates the expected number of papillar cells in a WT adult. Each time point represents two or more biological replicates. Each data
point represents a single animal. Error bars indicate SEM. **, P < 0.01 by unpaired two-tailed t test without Welch’s correlation.
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Figure S3. FA proteins are required for proper RPA3+ foci dynamics and cell survival following DSBs. (A) Adult rectums of fancm RNAi animals ± hs-I-
CreI. Green, rectal papillae (pseudocolored); magenta, DAPI (DNA). Scale bars = 50 μm. (B)Quantification of adult papillar cell number in fancm RNAi animals (+
hs-I-CreI, 1,621 cells, 7 animals; − hs-I-CreI, 3,740 cells, 10 animals; P < 0.0001). Red dashed line indicates the expected number of papillar cells in a WT adult.
Each time point represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point represents a single animal. Error bars indicate SEM. ****, P < 0.0001 by unpaired
two-tailed t test without Welch’s correlation. (C) Adult rectums of fancl RNAi animals ± hs-I-CreI. Labeling as in A. (D) Quantification of adult papillar cell
number in fancl RNAi animals (+ hs-I-CreI, 2,055 cells, nine animals; − hs-I-CreI, 2,493 cells, seven animals; P = 0.0003). Red dashed line indicates the expected
number of papillar cells in a WT adult. Each time point represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point represents a single animal. Error bars
indicate SEM. ***, P < 0.001 by unpaired two-tailed t test without Welch’s correlation. (E) RPA3-GFP foci recruitment in fancd2 RNAi expressing papillar cells ±
hs-I-CreI. Letters indicate separate ROIs at a given time point for a single animal. Yellow arrows, RPA3+ foci; dashed box, area magnified ×10 in the corre-
sponding inset; yellow arrowheads, enlarged foci; white arrowheads, micronuclei; dashed outlines, nuclei. Scale bars = 10 μm; inset scale bar = 0.5 μm.
(F) Quantification of RPA3-GFP foci recruitment in fancd2 RNAi expressing papillar cells during mitosis ± hs-I-CreI (interphase [Inter] + prophase [Pro] (pre-
NEBD), 280 cells, seven animals; Pro (post-NEBD), 11 cells, four animals; metaphase [Meta], 9 cells, five animals; anaphase [Ana], 12 cells, seven animals; Inter
after first mitosis, 304 cells, six animals; P = 0.7076). Each time point represents two or more biological replicates. Each data point represents a single animal.
Error bars indicate SEM. Significance determined by ordinary one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test. (G) Adult rectums of fancd2K595R

animals ± hs-I-CreI. Labeling as in A. (H) Quantification of adult papillar cell number in fancd2K595R animals (+ IR, 750 cells, three animals; − IR, 1,748 cells, four
animals; P = 0.0355). Red dashed line indicates the expected number of papillar cells in a WT adult. Each time point represents two or more biological
replicates. Each data point represents a single animal. Error bars indicate SEM. *, P < 0.05 by unpaired two-tailed t test without Welch’s correlation.
(I) Quantification of RPA3-GFP foci recruitment in fancd2K595R/+ (pre-NEBD, 47 cells, 10 animals; post-NEBD, 236 cells, 8 animals) and fancd2K595R (pre-NEBD,
76 cells, 7 animals; post-NEBD, 261 cells, 6 animals) papillar cells before and after the first mitotic division ± hs-I-CreI. Each time point represents two or more
biological replicates. Each data point represents a single animal. Error bars indicate SEM. ****, P < 0.0001 by ordinary one-way ANOVAwith Dunnett’s multiple
comparison test. CTL, control.
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Provided online are two tables as separate Word files. Table S1 lists results from a candidate screen for regulators of acentric DNA
segregation during mitosis in papillar cells. Table S2 lists all the fly stocks used in this study.
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